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Special Social and Economic Hardships for
Elderly Gays and Lesbians
Annick Persinger
In 1969, gays and lesbians rioted against police for continually
raiding gay bars, such as the Stonewall Inn, and the gay rights movement
began.' The pioneers of this movement initiated supportive and accepting
homosexual communities. 2 As individuals, these gays and lesbians made
inroads toward equality by "coming out of the closet." As a group, they
advocated for tolerance and recognition of their same-sex relationships.
Now, as these lesbians and gays navigate the final stages of life, they face
special challenges as their sexual orientation runs up against statutory
schemes and elderly services designed for heterosexuals.
As a result of the increasing elderly gay and lesbian population, the
policies intended for elderly heterosexuals need to be reconsidered in the
context of homosexuality. This growing population requires access to
retirement communities and Social Security benefits, requires health care
benefits to address the medical necessities of aging, and engages in estate
planning to benefit nontraditional families. This Note will first discuss the
social factors that make accessing retirement and support services
problematic for lesbian and gay elders, such as ageism in the gay and
lesbian community and heterosexual-focused retirement institutions. Part
II will investigate how federal law and policy affects lesbian and gay
elders' ability to obtain health care benefits and save for retirement. Part
III will examine state and municipal solutions for same-sex couples, in the
* J.D. Candidate, May 2010, University of California, Hastings College of the Law.
B.A. cum laude in Sociology and Psychology, Law and Society, May 2007, University of
California San Diego. The author wishes to thank the members of Hastings Women's Law
Journal for their careful editing as well as DeLayne Harthorn, Randy Persinger, and Emily
Gibbs for reading and commenting on earlier drafts of this Note.
1. See Dominick Vetri, Almost Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Lesbians
and Gay Men, their Families, and the Law, 26 S.U. L. REV. 1, 11 (1998); See generally
Wayne Gillespie, Thirty-Five Years After Stonewall: An Exploratory Study of Satisfaction
with the Police Among Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Persons at the 34th Annual Atlanta
Pride Festival, 55 JOURNAL OF HOMOSEXUALITY 619 (2008).
2. See Maurice Leznoff & William A. Westley, The Homosexual Community, 3 SOCIAL
PROBLEMS 257 (1956), reprinted in SOCIAL PERSPECTIVES IN LESBIAN AND GAY STUDIES 5
(Peter M. Nardi & Beth E. Schneider eds., 1998).
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face of federal discrimination. Part IV will illustrate the necessity of
acquiring an attorney because of the challenges in preparing for a lesbian or
gay elder's incompetence, and the special legal requirements for tailoring
an estate plan for these elders. Finally, Part V will assess the foregoing
factors together and explain how the current social and legal framework
creates a special economic disability for these seniors, which further
ostracizes lesbian and gay elders and limits their access to resources and
support.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the American life expectancy increases and members of the "baby
boom" generation begin to retire, the already large percentage of the
population considered elderly continues to grow significantly? The U.S.
Census considers a person "elderly" at the age of sixty-five, and found that
34,991,753 persons, or 12.4 percent of the population, met this definition in
2000.4 Further, the proportion of the population consisting of elderly adults
compared to non-elderly adults will continue to increase. For example,
according to the 2000 census data, there were approximately 20.1 elderly
adults for every 100 non-elderly adults with this ratio expected to increase
to 35.6 elderly adults for every 100 non-elderly adults by 2030. 5 Although,
the 2000 Census reported that 1,188,782 Americans stated their household
was headed by a same-sex partnership, this data does not accurately
estimate the number of Americans living in same-sex couples because
some deliberately fail to report that their households are headed by same-
sex partners, and the data calculated by the gender of the heads-of-
household does not definitively establish the parties' sexual orientation.6
Even though the Census cannot precisely account for the lesbian and gay
population in the U.S., the significant number of same-sex households,
along with the momentous growth in the general elderly populations,
suggests that more gays and lesbians have begun to reach retirement age
than ever before. The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force issued a report
estimating that "one to three million Americans over [sixty-five] are gay,
lesbian, bisexual, or transgender. '' 7 The growth of the elderly population in
general, combined with the proliferation of same-sex households, indicates
that gay and lesbian elders make up an increasingly substantial group.
3. T.P. Gallanis, Aging and the Nontraditional Family, 32 U. MEM. L. REv. 607, 608
(2002).
4. Id. at 610.
5. Id. at 610-16.
6. Id. at 612 (explaining that the 2000 census underestimates the number of Americans
in same-sex domestic partnerships to an unknown extent).
7. SEAN CAHILL, KEN SOUTH & JANE SPADE, OUTING AGE: PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES
AFFECTING GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER ELDERS 1 (2000),
http://www.thetaskforce.org/reports-and research/outing-age (last visited Nov. 14, 2009)
[hereinafter "Cahill, et. al."].
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This growing group of gay and lesbian seniors will need financial
resources to prepare for retirement. They will also require services and
resources to manage the effects of aging, as well as plan for incompetence
and the distribution of their estates. For example, unless gay and lesbian
elders have the economic resources to afford lesbian and gay-specific
retirement homes, they may be forced to hide their sexual orientation in
heterosexual retirement communities and become isolated as a result.
8
In addition to this lack of services, many gay and lesbian seniors will
face increased financial hardship as a result of their sexual orientation and
the nontraditional structure of their families. First, lesbian and gay
Americans have lower average incomes than their heterosexual
counterparts. 9 Second, lesbians and gays are less able to keep what they
earn because the federal benefits of marriage are not extended to same-sex
couples. For example, same-sex partners are unable to access Social
Security spousal and survivor benefits.' 0 As a result of federal laws
regulating unmarried individuals, surviving same-sex domestic partners
must report health insurance as taxable income to the IRS. Lesbians and
gays also must pay federal taxes on 401(k) payments to beneficiaries,
unlike married spouses who can roll the amount over tax-free." These
challenges in estate planning make it essential for gay and lesbian seniors
to pay a specialized attorney to safeguard them.
II. AGEISM IN THE LESBIAN AND GAY COMMUNITY AND
RELIANCE ON HETEROSEXIST INSTITUTIONS
Although today's elderly gays and lesbians are the original stalwarts of
the gay and lesbian movement, the movement's continuation has been
bestowed upon younger generations of gays and lesbians. The National
Gay and Lesbian Task Force reported in 2000 that gay and lesbian culture
discriminates against aging gays and lesbians by emphasizing beauty and
youth, excluding the elderly from community discussions and planning,
overlooking senior issues in the gay and lesbian political agenda, failing to
conduct outreach to seniors, forgetting to honor seniors' contributions to
the movement, and leaving older gays and lesbians out of articles and
pictures in the gay and lesbian press. 12 In response, some gay and lesbian
activists encourage seriously considering the needs of lesbian and gay
elders, as well as creating programs and discussions that involve
8. See Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 1.
9. MANDY Hu, THE POLICY INSTITUTE OF THE NATIONAL GAY AND LESBIAN TASK FORCE
FOUNDATION, SELLING US SHORT: How SOCIAL SECURITY PRIVATIZATION WILL AFFECT
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDER AMERICANS 1 (2005), http://www.thetaskf
orce.org/reports-and research/selling_us short (last visited Nov. 14, 2009) [hereinafter"Hull].
10. Id. at 2.
11. Id. at 1-2.
12. Gallanis, supra note 3, at 626-27.
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intergenerational interaction and dialogue to assist elders in dealing with
health care and economic issues. 13 Although these elder advocacy efforts
have raised ageism as an issue among the lesbian and gay community
members, youth is still pervasively privileged in the gay and lesbian
movement at the expense of aging community members. Thus, exclusion
from the main stage in the lesbian and gay community means that lesbians
and gays must increasingly rely on heterosexual institutions and services as
they age.
Left out of gay and lesbian communities, these elders become less
independent from heterosexual institutions as they grow older. This lack of
independence means that gay and lesbian elders more often find themselves
in contact with their aging heterosexual counterparts, among whom anti-
gay attitudes are widespread. 14 As a result, many gay and lesbian elders
live in a heterosexist social environment. Heterosexism, defined as "an
ideological system that denies, denigrates and stigmatizes any non-
heterosexual form of behavior, identity, relationship or community," 15
reinforces lesbian and gay elder alienation and increases the likelihood
these elders will not seek needed medical services, potentially increasing
the risk of mortality and decreasing quality of life for elderly gays and
lesibians.
A. HETEROSEXUAL RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES
Homophobia exists both among nursing home staff members and the
largely heterosexual elderly populations in elderly living communities. 16
The individual prejudices of staff and heterosexual residents, along with
discriminatory retirement facility policies, result in alienation of gay and
lesbian elders from these mainstream institutions. Although discrimination
and neglect of gay and lesbian elders results from homophobic attitudes, in
forty-one states no law prohibits discrimination based on sexual orientation
in housing or public accommodation.17 The Advocate, a prominent gay and
lesbian publication, listed the following examples of reported homophobia
in retirement: staff or home care assistants threatening to "out," or reveal
the sexual orientation of gay patients; compromised care as a result of
admitting sexual orientation; teasing and abuse from the predominantly
heterosexual elder population, and nursing home policies that do not allow
same-sex partners to share a room. 18 Debbie Kacherlries, a member of the
13. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 18.
14. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 2.
15. Gregory M. Herek, The Social Context of Hate Crimes: Notes on Cultural Hetero-
sexism, in HATE CRIMES: CONFRONTING VIOLENCE AGAINST LESBIANS AND GAY MEN 89
(Gregory M. Herek & Kevin T. Berril, eds., 1992).
16. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 17; Senior Homophobia, THE ADVOCATE, Apr. 26,
2005, at 16.
17. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 53.
18. Senior Homophobia, supra note 16, at 16.
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gay and lesbian community, described what she perceived to be the shared
community concerns about entering heterosexual retirement communities:
We [in the lesbian and gay community] wonder if we could see the
kind of movies we want to see in a retirement home ....
Whenever you're dealing with the outside world - because
sometimes that's how it feels - you wonder how it's going to go
down. Are the staff in these places going to accept that your
partner is your significant other? Are they going to let him or her
access the legal things that have to do with you? Will they let the
two of you do something as simple as walk hand in hand?19
As a result of these concerns, many gay and lesbian elders choose to
avoid accessing health care, housing, and other elder services. Thus,
because these elders expect favoritism toward heterosexuals and
mistreatment of gays and lesbians from institutions designed for the
elderly, gays and lesbians do not even attempt to benefit from the services
available to their elderly heterosexual counterparts.
Many of the lesbian and gay elders who do access senior services may
"retreat back into the closet" - hiding their sexual orientation from other
residents and staff after living an out lifestyle for many years. 20 Afraid to
disclose her sexual orientation, one lesbian resident of a heterosexual
nursing home in Los Angeles, Evelyn Kinser, described the alienation from
the other residents that she experienced: "This is a hard way to live, having
to be someone you're not. I don't talk to my neighbors about much of
anything. Except sports. That's a safe topic. I'm closeted again. I hate
it."2
Robert Daley, who spoke of the isolation he felt when he lived in a
heterosexual retirement home, explained that other residents stopped
speaking to him once they realized he was gay.22 Daley's experience,
before he moved to a gay retirement facility, suggests that Kinser's
decision not to reveal her sexual orientation may have been rational. In
Kinser's case, at least she could talk to the other residents about sports.
However, both felt disconnected from the heterosexual resident population.
Horror stories of nursing home staff homophobia abound.23 For
example, "staff refused to bathe one elderly resident because they did not
19. Linell Smith, One More Battle; Gay Boomers, Who Fought Discrimination And Con-
fronted AIDS, Face a New Fight As They Grow Old; The Middle Ages; Staying Young,
Growing Old and What Happens in Between, THE BALTIMORE SUN, Apr. 1, 2007, at IN (in-
ternal citations omitted).
20. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 1.
21. Gallanis, supra note 3, at 624.
22. Debra Rosenberg, A Place Of Their Own, NEWSWEEK, Jan. 15, 2001, 54, 54.
23. LOREE COOK-DANIELS, LESBIAN, GAY MALE, BISEXUAL AND TRANSGENDERED
ELDERS: ELDER ABUSE AND NEGLECT ISSUES (2002), http://www.forgeforw
ard.org/handouts/tgelderabuse-neglect.html (last visited Nov. 14, 2009); see also Cahill, et.
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want to touch 'the Lesbian,"' and in another case, a "home care assistant
threatened to 'out' her older gay male client if he reported her negligent
care. ' 24 In another example, when one nurse assistant discovered two
elderly male residents engaged in sexual activity, the pair were separated
immediately.25 The health board justified the transfer of one of the pair to a
psychiatric ward, where he was placed in four-point restraints, based on the
patient's "deviant behavior., 26 Supporting these anecdotal incidents, Susan
K. Fairchild randomly selected nursing homes in New York and found that
a majority of social workers who interacted with these homes perceived
staff attitudes as intolerant or outright condemning of homosexual
activity.
27
The homophobia in heterosexual institutions that excludes gays and
lesbians from elderly services or forces them to hide their sexual
orientation, causes elderly gay and lesbian isolation.28 Moreover, ageism
within the gay and lesbian community itself means that these elders end up
on the periphery of the communities they once depended on for support.
Thus, gay and lesbian elders find themselves invisible as a result of the
combined effect of alienation from heterosexual institutions and exclusion
from the gay and lesbian community. These elders are more likely to find
themselves marginalized and isolated compared to their heterosexual
counterparts.29
B. LESBIAN AND GAY RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES
In order to avoid the unique struggles facing lesbian and gay elders in
mainstream retirement communities, facilities designed specifically for
lesbian and gay seniors have begun to appear. Gay and lesbian activists
have created service organizations to meet the needs of the elderly. These
organizations include Senior Action in a Gay Environment ("SAGE"), Gay
& Lesbian Outreach to Elders ("GLOE"), and Pride Senior Network.30
Developing housing communities specifically for gay and lesbian seniors is
one answer to homophobic elderly environments. 31 Terry Cox, a resident
of the Palms of Manasota, a gay retirement development in Florida,
explained that he and his partner chose to move to the Palms because,
unlike in mainstream retirement homes, "We don't have to worry about
al., supra note 7, at 54; Gallanis, supra note 3, at 624.
24. COOK-DANIELS, supra note 23.
25. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 53-54 (quoting Y. Parsons, Private Acts, Public Plac-
es, CONTEMPORARY LONG TERM CARE, Mar. 1995, at 51.).
26. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 53-54.
27. Susan K. Fairchild, Social Workers' Perceptions of Staff Attitudes Toward Resident
Sexuality in a Random Sample of New York State Nursing Homes: A Pilot Study, 26
JOURNAL OF GERONTOLOGICAL SOCIAL WORK (ISSUE 1/2) 153, 153 (1996).
28. See Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 2.
29. Id.
30. Id.
31. Id. at 52.
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what we say, how we act, what we do.... There's no pressure about
having to be on your guard all the time."
32
However, these lesbian and gay specific communities do not meet the
needs of all gays and lesbians, such as those without the financial resources
to afford these expensive facilities, and those who live in rural areas far
from these primarily urban developments.33
Another solution includes advocating policy changes, such as required
sensitivity training for nursing home staff, along with statutory schemes
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation in housing and
public accommodation. Unless these policy changes are made soon, it will
be too late for many lesbian and gay baby boomers whose needs are
immediate.
In summary, as the present lesbian and gay movement overlooks aging
homosexuals and their special needs, these seniors continue to
detrimentally rely on heterosexual institutions that neglect and exclude
them. Isolated from the gay and lesbian community because of their age
and secluded from the elderly community because of their sexual
orientation, these seniors confront the challenges of aging as individual
actors. Because elderly gays and lesbians are remote from both
communities, the effort to advocate for policy and statutory change to
prevent discrimination in heterosexual elderly services develops slowly,
and minimal action has been taken to create affordable gay and lesbian
specific elderly living facilities.
III. THE DENIAL OF FEDERALLY RECOGNIZED MARRIAGE:
SPECIAL EFFECTS ON THE AGING
Although an increasing number of states recognize lesbian and gay
marriages, civil unions, or domestic partnerships, the federal benefits of
marriage are still not provided to same-sex couples. First, this section
outlines the Federal Defense of Marriage Act ("DOMA"), which prevents
federal recognition of same-sex marriage. The federal non-recognition of
same-sex marriage implicates other federal regulatory schemes such as
Social Security and the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
("ERISA"). Next, this section will assess individual state and municipal
efforts to remedy the discriminatory effects of federal legislation by
enacting a patchwork of legislation that allows same-sex couples to enjoy
the local rights and benefits afforded to married couples.
A. THE FEDERAL DEFENSE OF MARRIAGE ACT
DOMA consists of two parts: (1) states are under no obligation to give
full faith and credit to the judgments and public acts of other states
32. Rosenberg, supra note 22 (internal citations omitted), at 54.
33. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 52.
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regarding same-sex marriage, and (2) for federal law purposes the Act
defines marriage as a relationship between one man and one woman.3 4 The
language of the first part of the Act means that if a same-sex couple is
married in a state that permits same-sex marriage, other states do not have
to recognize the union or court judgments regarding the union.35 The
exclusive definition in the second part explicitly forbids federal recognition
of same-sex marriage and thus prohibits gay and lesbian access to any of
the federal benefits of marriage. In accordance with DOMA a majority of
states have enacted legislation and amendments to their constitutions
limiting state recognition of marriage to opposite-sex relationships.36
Working in concert, the two provisions of DOMA mean that gay and
lesbian couples, unlike other married couples, lack access to federal
benefits of marriage and that their marriages will not be recognized nor will
37they receive benefits in states refusing to recognize same-sex marriage.
As the federal government does not recognize state-approved same-sex
marriages, these couples may not avail themselves to the more than 1,135
38federal rights and benefits afforded to their heterosexual counterparts.
These rights and benefits include social security survivor benefits,
unlimited federal estate tax marital deductions, joint filing status for
purposes of federal income tax filings, and joint filings under federal
bankruptcy laws.39
B. FEDERAL PROGRAMS: SOCIAL SECURITY, ERISA, THE RETIREMENT
EQUITY ACT AND MEDICAID
A significant majority, 65 percent, of elderly Americans, age sixty-five
and older, rely on Social Security for over half of their income, while 33
percent rely on the system for over 90 percent of their income, and 15
percent rely on Social Security as their sole source of income. n In
addition, as elderly Americans continue to age, they rely even more heavily
on Social Security for economic support, as approximately 73 percent of
Americans, age seventy-five or older rely on Social Security for over half
of their income.4' Under the Social Security retirement benefit system, a
person receives payment based on his or her earning history, but a married
person also receives an additional payment of up to half the amount of the
34. Defense of Marriage Act, 28 U.S.C. § 1738C (2009).
35. Id.
36. Janice Kay McClendon, A Small Step Forward in the Last Civil Rights Battle: Ex-
tending Benefits Under Federally Regulated Employee Benefit Plans to Same-Sex Couples,
36 N.M. L. REv. 99, 102 (2006).
37. See Vetri, supra note 1, at 58.
38. McClendon, supra note 36, at 99-100.
39. Id. at 100.




benefits based on his or her spouse's earning history.42 Thus, same-sex
couples, even those married in states like Massachusetts or Connecticut, are
denied an additional percentage that would result from combining two
partners' Social Security retirement benefits. If these same-sex couples
rely on Social Security for a majority of their income, as do many other
elderly Americans, this denial of benefits could also limit gay and lesbian
elders' ability to afford retirement communities, even those designed
primarily for heterosexuals, and effectively prevent them from obtaining a
specialized attorney to draft an estate plan for their nontraditional families.
Additionally, Social Security pays survivor benefits to a surviving
heterosexual married partner, but not to the surviving partner of a same-sex
relationship. 43 This denial negatively affects a surviving partner, but also
disadvantages minor children in states that do not recognize same-sex
adoption, since these children are denied survivor benefits that are
automatically received by the children of married opposite-sex partners.
44
Also, same-sex couples are likewise denied disability benefits for
partners,45 which disproportionately affects elderly same-sex couples as the
elderly report fair or poor health at three times the rate of other
Americans.46
Moreover, in terms of employee benefits from private employers,
ERISA refers to spousal rights, spousal consent, and surviving spousal
benefits.47 Interpreted under the definition of "spouses" delineated in
DOMA, private employers, like state actors, are not required to provide the
benefits of marriage to same-sex couples.48 However, many employers,
although regulated by ERISA, have voluntarily extended health benefits to
employees in same-sex domestic partnerships.
Under the Retirement Equity Act ("REA"), like in the context of Social
Security and ERISA, same-sex spouses do not receive the legal protections
provided to opposite-sex spouses, such as the automatic inclusion of the
spouse in a pension plan through joint and survivor annuity options.
49
Pension plan benefits are not distributed to anyone except a legal spouse in
the event of the death of the plan participant, thus a surviving spouse of a
same-sex partner may receive nothing. 50 In contrast, a surviving spouse of
an opposite-sex marriage is entitled to payment from a vested pension fund
42. Id. at 18.
43. Hu, supra note 9, at 18.
44. Id.
45. Id.
46. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 6.
47. Cynthia L. Barrett, Estate Planning for Same Sex Couples, in SOPHISTICATED ESTATE
PLANNING TECHNIQUES 311, 324 (2004).
48. Id.
49. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 46.
50. Id.
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beginning in the year that the deceased plan participant would have started
to receive payment and continues to receive this benefit until death.
Medicaid is a needs-based program created by federal law, adopted by
individual states, and administered based on federal requirements. 51 There
can be some advantages when a same-sex spouse or domestic partner is
evaluated as a single person for Medicaid eligibility because the earnings of
one partner will not affect the eligibility of the other partner.52 However,
same-sex couples are also denied significant benefits, such as the unlimited
exemption that exists for transfer of assets between spouses and spousal
impoverishment budgeting.53 As a result of exclusion from the opportunity
to develop this type of impoverishment budget, "a same-sex partner will
never be permitted to retain the income of an applicant spouse, the
applicant's house, or any of the applicant spouse's resources without the
use of a specific exemption, advance planning or other extraordinary
means." 54 Further, Medicare, a federal health insurance program for the
elderly that does not predicate eligibility on poverty like Medicaid, also has
advantages for opposite-sex spouses. Under the Medicare program, certain
benefits are accessible to opposite-sex spouses, surviving opposite-sex
spouses, and dependents of a wage earner.55 Again, the discriminatory
allocation of benefits under Medicare, resulting from federal policy
regarding same-sex couples, requires additional financial outlay for gay
and lesbian couples who will need to purchase Medicare Supplement
Insurance to account for the holes in their Medicare coverage.
56
The foregoing federal laws treat elderly spouses of same-sex and
opposite-sex couples differently, even though many of their needs are the
same. For gay and lesbian elders, the combined costs associated with the
exclusion of same-sex couples from these federal programs can mean the
difference between a comfortable and an impoverished retirement.
C. STATE AND MUNICIPAL RELATIONSHIP RECOGNITION AND BENEFITS
Despite the denial of federal benefits to same-sex couples, DOMA
leaves the door open for states to determine whether to recognize same-sex
marriage in their jurisdictions or to recognize marriages legally performed
in other states. In response to federal discrimination, a few states, counties,
and municipalities have begun to recognize same-sex couples by enacting
51. Ralph Randazzo, Elder Law and Estate Planning for Gay and Lesbian Individuals
and Couples, 6 MARQ. ELDER'S ADVISOR 1, 22 (2004).
52. Id. at 23-24.
53. Id. at 24.
54. Randazzo, supra note 51, at 24-25.
55. Matthew R. Dubois, Legal Planning for Gay, Lesbian, and Non-Traditional Elders,
63 ALB. L. REv. 263, 299 (1999).
56. Id. at 300.
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laws and programs that provide same-sex couples local rights and benefits
afforded to opposite-sex couples.57
As of 2008, two states, Massachusetts and Connecticut, legally
recognized same-sex marriage. * The Supreme Court of Massachusetts, in
Goodridge v. Department of Public Health, found that the state's equal
protection and due process clauses prohibited the denial of same sex
marriage, and further, the state constitution required all rights and benefits
provided to opposite-sex spouses be likewise provided to same-sex
spouses.59 Thus, same-sex elderly partners can expect the same treatment
as their married heterosexual counterparts, at least for state purposes.
Vermont's highest court, in Baker v. State, found the state constitution's
common benefits clause required affording the rights and benefits of
marriage to same-sex marriage. 60 The Vermont state legislature responded
to the decision by enacting a civil union statute, adopting the "'separate-
but-equal' approach.' In California, voters passed a referendum,
Proposition 8, banning same-sex marriage. Proposition 8 reversed a
California Supreme Court decision which had legalized same-sex marriage
just six-months prior.62 However, California and six other states (Hawaii,
Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oregon, and Washington) provide
some recognition, as well as some rights, for same-sex couples.63
Nevertheless, the form of recognition in these states varies both in the
terms used to describe the partnership and the extent to which benefits are
provided.64 For example, Hawaii provides the most limited benefits to
"reciprocal beneficiaries," as compared to other states such as California
and New Jersey, which have continually expanded their domestic
partnership laws.65
Also, municipalities have afforded legal recognition to same-sex
partners, the most important of which include health care coverage to
public employees.66 Some cities have enacted equal benefits ordinances
that cover more than just public employees.67 For example, the San
57. McClendon, supra note 36, at 102.
58. Doug Moore, A Day Without Gay in St. Louis, ST. Louis POST, Dec. 11, 2008.
* At the time this article was published in Winter 2010, four states permitted same-sex
marriage: Massachusetts, Connecticut, Iowa, and Vermont. A fifth, New Hampshire will
begin permitting same sex-marriage on January 1, 2010. See Abby Goodnough, Gay Rights
Rebuke May Change Approach, THE NEW YoRK TIMES, Nov. 5, 2009, at A25, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/l 1/05/us/O5marriage.html.
59. See generally Goodridge v. Dep't of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941 (Mass. 2003).
60. See generally Baker v. State, 744 A.2d 864 (Vt. 1999).
61. McClendon, supra note 36, at 103.
62. Moore, supra note 58.
63. Nancy J. Knuar, Same-Sex Marriage and Federalism, 17 TEMP. POL. & Civ. RTS. L.
REv. 421, 425-26 (2008).
64. Id. at 425-26.
65. Id. at 426-27.
66. Id. at 428.
67. Id. at 429.
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Francisco Domestic Partnership ordinances require all companies that
contract with the city to offer domestic partnership benefits equal to those
provided for spouses.68  Although the legal recognition by state and
municipal governments assists some lesbian and gay employees in
receiving health and other employee benefits, many states do not recognize
same-sex relationships, and will not respect relationships entered into in
other states.
Thus, only by luck of state or municipal legislation will some gay and
lesbian partnerships be afforded some protection, albeit less than in
federally sanctioned heterosexual marriages. In short, as a result of
DOMA, which delineates that the federal government will not recognize
nor require individual states to recognize same-sex marriage, gays and
lesbians find themselves beyond the scope of federal benefit programs
during a life phase when health and other benefits become increasingly
necessary.
IV. GAY AND LESBIAN NONTRADITIONAL FAMILIES AND
ESTATE PLANNING
The transmission of property after death historically has been governed
by consanguinity, or blood relationships. 69 For example, all jurisdictions in
this country have statutory intestacy schemes where after the spouse's
share (if any) is paid, children and the children of deceased children take
what remains of the decedent's property to the exclusion of everyone else.7°
This standard scheme constructed along marriage and blood relationships
conflicts with the assertion of many lesbian and gay men that "families
should not be confounded with genealogically defined relationships.",71
Instead, many gays and lesbians subscribe to a broader definition of family,
which encompasses "fictive kin," meaning family members that are
"chosen" outside of blood relationships. 72 These nontraditional families,
made up of chosen members, include friends, lovers, former lovers, co-
parents, adopted children, children from previous heterosexual
relationships, and children conceived through insemination.73
Although gay and lesbian nontraditional families might also include
biological families (or an individual's family of origin), for many gays and
lesbians, chosen families substitute biological families. 74 Often, gays and
lesbians need substitutes for blood ties because of the outright rejection by
68. Knuar, supra note 63, at 429; S.F., CAL., ADMIN. CODE chs. 12B-12C (2008).
69. WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATES 78-79 (Jesse Dukeminier et al. eds., 2005).
70. WILLS, TRUSTS, AND ESTATES at 73 (describing intestacy schemes as "default rules"
designed to effectuate decedent's presumed intent).
71. KATH WESTON, FAMILIES WE CHOOSE: LESBIANS, GAYS, KINSHIP 2 (1991).
72. Id. at 106.
73. Id. at 3.
74. Id. at H16.
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biological families of a gay or lesbian individual because of the
individual's homosexuality.75  Alternatively, relationships between a
homosexual individual and their biological kin may be distanced as a result
of a gay or lesbian individual's reluctance to inform homophobic blood
relations about his or her sexuality.76
Thus, additional complex estate planning issues arise when unmarried
gay and lesbian seniors, with or without a life partner, want to include
friends, whom they consider family, in their legal plans. 77 Also, some gay
and lesbian elders may wish to treat nieces, nephews, a life-partner's child,
or even younger friends as their own children.78 The legal system is ill-
equipped to handle the definitional problems these relationships create.79
Unfortunately, the duration or quality of these chosen family relationships
will never, without legal recognition, override the basic premise of nearly
all state statutory schemes wherein biological relatives, children or spouses,
are the natural recipients of decedents' property as well as the surrogate
decision makers for a decedent's estate. 80 Therefore, gay and lesbian elders
require specialized elder planning attorneys to assist them in developing a
legal plan designed to address their specific challenges 81 because, although
the legal status of lesbians and gays and their families has become vastly
more secure, 82 gay and lesbian elders and their nontraditional families do
not have the same protection or recognition under the law as their
83heterosexual counterparts.
A. RELIANCE ON SPECIALIZED LEGAL SERVICES
As a result of the specific challenges gay and lesbian elders confront,
these seniors uniquely rely on creative legal strategies adapted to their
needs as they prepare for retirement, plan for incapacity, and attempt to
provide security and benefits to their nontraditional families. 84 Traditional
reliance on legal benefits provided to biological families, as well as those
benefits inherent to marriage, for the most part do not exist for gay and
lesbian elders unless an elder makes a special effort to hire an attorney to
craft legal mechanisms and estate plans to create such benefits. For
example, attorneys must carefully document the existence of a gay and
lesbian elder's relationship to a partner by making in-depth inquiries into
75. Id.
76. WESTON, supra note 71, at 116.
77. Dubois, supra note 55, at 273.
78. Id.
79. Id.
80. Randazzo, supra note 51, at 2.
81. See Dubois, supra note 55, at 265.
82. KATE KENDELL, Gain Legal Protection for Gay Families, in 50 WAYS TO SUPPORT
LESBIAN AND GAY EQUALITY: THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO SUPPORTING FAMILY, FRIENDS,
NEIGHBORS - OR YOURSELF 86 (Meridith Maran & Angela Watrous eds., 2005).
83. Randazzo, supra note 51, at 2.
84. Dubois, supra note 55, at 269.
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the elder's relationship status, values, and living arrangements in order to
apply the appropriate legal tools and develop a strategic estate plan.85
Further, the laws affecting same-sex families are constantly changing, and
estate plans - already complicated by discriminatory state and federal
laws - must be regularly reviewed by an attorney in order to make sure
these documents continue to conform with current law as well as a gay or
lesbian elder's circumstances and intentions.86 Thus, gay and lesbian elders
must purchase additional legal services beyond those required of other
seniors, creating an extra financial burden on these elders.87
Many gay and lesbian elders who require such legal planning are
middle class or poor and find prioritizing the retention of an attorney
difficult, if not impossible.88 However, organizations such as the National
Center for Lesbian Rights ("NCLR"), aware of the dangers awaiting gay
and lesbian elders as they make end of life decisions, warn that retaining a
lawyer is imperative for the protection of elders' wishes both in the event
of incapacitation and in relation to property distribution after death.
Without an attorney to review these legal documents, NCLR cautions, gay
or lesbian elders could be excluded from visiting a partner in the hospital,
have no say in decisions regarding medical care or funeral arrangements, or
lose all the belongings acquired with a partner when their partner dies.89
Also, while gay and lesbian elders, like other individuals, generally
have the right to distribute their assets at death to whomever they desire,
biological family members of the deceased lesbian or gay senior often seek
to intervene and upset the decedent's intention to leave property to their life
partner.90 In order to protect these intentions from intervening relatives, as
well as from discrimination by the courts against gays and lesbians after
death, an attorney must carefully apply the legal mechanisms discussed
below. 9' Thus, gay and lesbian elders must be convinced of the importance
of acquiring an attorney for elder estate planning despite costs. 92 Further,
each partner in a same-sex relationship should use a different lawyer in
order to prevent an attack against the will by collateral kin on the ground
that the surviving partner chose the lawyer who drafted the deceased
partner's will, thereby unduly influencing or altering the decedent's intent
in the testamentary documents.93
85. Id. at 275.
86. NAT'L CTR. FOR LESBIAN RTS., LIFELINES: DOCUMENTS TO PROTECT YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY 3, 17 (2007) http://www.nclrights.org/site/DocServer/NCLRLIFELINES.p
df?doclD=521 (last visited Nov. 14, 2009) [hereinafter "NCLR"].
87. See Dubois, supra note 55, at 269.
88. See id. at 269-70.
89. NCLR, supra note 86, at 3-4.
90. Vetri, supra note 1, at 88.
91. Id. at 88-89.
92. See Dubois, supra note 55, at 270.
93. Vetri, supra note 1, at 89.
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However, gay and lesbian elders must not hire just any attorney, but an
attorney with expertise in representing lesbian and gay individuals and
same-sex partnerships, because a lawyer who knows everything about
family law issues for heterosexual people may know nothing about how the
law applies to nontraditional families.94 Also, as gay and lesbian seniors
age, like their aging heterosexual counterparts, they will require a variety of
professional services to manage the effects of aging and may rely on an
attorney to refer them to services that coincide with their needs. An
attorney must have experience working with gay and lesbian individuals in
order to have had the opportunity to develop a network of professionals and
institutions prepared to address the needs of aging gays and lesbians and
their nontraditional families. 95 Finally, many gay and lesbian elders may
require a degree of confidentiality regarding their non-traditional life and
family, meaning any lawyer hired must not only be familiar with these
elders' legal needs but also their need for privacy.
B. SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR ATTORNEYS AND THEIR LESBIAN AND
GAY CLIENTS
An attorney familiar with the various discriminatory obstacles in the
law can ensure gay and lesbian elders set up advance directives and durable
powers of attorney to prepare for the possibility of incapacitation. 96 To
facilitate distribution of assets, same-sex couples should be advised to draft
wills, create trusts, establish life insurance policies, and own property
jointly whenever possible, in order to avoid the inheritance problems in
intestacy schemes for gay and lesbian nontraditional families.
1. Health Care Decisions and Incompetence
Gays and lesbians need advance directives that establish a chosen
individual to act as a substitute in making health care decisions should an
elder become incapacitated.9 7 These written advance directives, which
appoint an agent to substitute for decedent in decisions with regard to
health care, vary across jurisdictions and may be called "health care
prox[ies], power[s] of attorney for health care, medical power of attorney,
durable health care power of attorney, or another term., 98 Without a form
of durable power of attorney for health care, designating a life-partner or
another member of a nontraditional family, health care providers will turn
to relatives (who may be hostile to a gay or lesbian individual's lifestyle
and wishes) to make these decisions. 99
94. NCLR, supra note 86, at 17.
95. Dubois, supra note 55, at 280.
96. Vetri, supra note 1, at 89-90.
97. See Randazzo, supra note 51, at 9-10.
98. Dubois, supra note 55, at 302.
99. NCLR, supra note 86, at 9.
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Health care powers of attorney should also include a provision for
priority visitation stating the agent not only has the right to be the first to
visit the incompetent person, but also the right to limit subsequent
visitors.' °° This visitation provision must specifically inform health care
providers that the agent has priority in the client's family structure and may
override the objections of biological relatives.'
0'
A living will specifies the type of treatment, or lack of treatment, an
individual authorizes if incapacitated. However, these wills often lead to
questions of whether a particular treatment complies with the individual's
intent, and absent a document designating an agent, a physician will make
the decision. 102 An attorney should assist a gay or lesbian elder with
preparing a living will that also integrates powers of attorney. 0 3 The
integration of powers of attorney and living wills legitimizes the powers of
a selected agent in a way separate documents would not, and also provides
a coherent legal plan that clearly explicates an elder's intent.
Attorneys assisting gay and lesbian elders in planning for incapacity
must take extra precautions, such as reviewing, modifying, and distributing
these documents to institutions. An attorney should review the statutory or
commercial forms which establish powers of attorney because, especially
in situations with homosexual clients, these standard documents may need
modifications to avoid future problems.'0 4  For example, New York
statutory power of attorney forms include a limited gifting power, which
allows an agent to make monetary gifts to spouses, children, other
descendants, and parents, but not to domestic partners or other unrelated
individuals. 10 5 If an attorney neglects to modify the New York form, a
designated agent would have no authority to make a gift to a domestic
partner or children of a domestic partner even if a client would have
intended these unrelated individuals to receive a gift. 10 6 Further, to protect
these nontraditional clients, prior to incapacity an attorney should send
copies to primary care physicians and any institution where an elder lesbian
or gay client lives or plans to live. 10 7 The attorney should evaluate the
responses to the copies of the advance directives and consider transferring
the gay or lesbian elder to a different facility or provider if the current
institutions do not respond positively or seem unlikely to cooperate with
the agent designated in the legal documents. 1°8 In sum, gay and lesbian
100. Dubois, supra note 55, at 303-04.
101. Id.
102. See id. at 304.
103. Id. at 304-05.
104. Randazzo, supra note 51, at 10.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. Dubois, supra note 55, at 307.
108. Id.
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elder-planning attorneys must be vigilant in order to eliminate potential
obstacles in a chosen agent's administration of these seniors' intentions.
2. Discrimination in Intestacy
The nearly complete omission of nontraditional families from most
state intestacy laws underlines the importance of estate planning for elderly
gays and lesbians. 09 As a result of the under-inclusiveness of intestacy,
wills and trusts must be drafted to secure a method of carrying out gay and
lesbian elders' intentions."0 Illustrating the exclusion of gay and lesbian
nontraditional families, the Uniform Probate Code uses legal terms such as
"surviving spouse" and "minor child."''  This terminology indicates that a
decedent's assets which pass through intestate succession (meaning not
otherwise distributed by a will or trust)" 2 will not transfer to a life-partner
to whom the decedent was not married or to a partner's children not legally
adopted by the decedent. Under these intestacy laws, a non-biological
child or a life-partner could be left with no claim for a share of a gay or
lesbian's estate.' 13 An example illustrating court discrimination in favor of
blood-related family members is Estate of Cooper, where the New York
Appellate division found that a long-term domestic partner could not assert
a right to a statutory surviving spousal share against his deceased partner's
will. 114
To overcome the traditional basis of intestacy law based in blood
relations and marriage, elder-planning attorneys have helped gay and
lesbians adopt children of a partner or even adopt an adult partner." 5 Adult
adoption could solve a variety of legal and tax problems in terms of
transferring property to an adopted life partner, but these adoptions create
an awkward social and legal status. 1 6 Also, some courts may not allow
adoptions between adults having a sexual relationship, citing public policy
concerns. 1 7 Thus, a better solution to gay and lesbian exclusion from
intestacy may be to follow California's example and include the term
"surviving domestic partner" to the provision distributing the share ,of the
surviving spouse. 1 8 Alternatively, a new provision could be added to
109. Id. at 315; T.P. Gallanis, Inheritance Rights for Domestic Partners, 79 TuL. L. REv.
55, 60 (2004).
110. Adam Chase, Tax Planning for Same-Sex Couples, 72 DENV. U. L. REv. 359, 394
(1995).
111. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-402 (amended 1990).
112. UNIF. PROBATE CODE § 2-101 (amended 1990).
113. Vetri, supra note 1, at 89-90.
114. See generally In re Estate of Cooper, 592 N.Y.S.2d 797 (N.Y. App. Div. 1993).
115. Dubois, supra note 55, at 317.
116. Id.
117. In re Robert Paul, 471 N.E.2d 424, 425 (N.Y. 1984).
118. CAL. PROB. CODE § 6401 (West 2009) (regarding intestate share of surviving spouse
or surviving domestic partner).
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intestacy codes that provides for unmarried partners with distribution based
on the duration of the committed partnership. 
119
3. Avoiding Intestacy
As a result of discrimination in intestacy schemes, gay and lesbian
elders are more reliant on their attorney and legal mechanisms to distribute
their property. By drafting a will, a gay or lesbian individual may leave all
or part of his or her estate to anyone he or she wishes, including a life
partner. 12  However, wills may be problematic for these nontraditional
families, as a bequest to a same-sex partner often will be subject to
challenge by kin of the decedent when the estate is administered in probate
court.' 2  To avoid such claims, gay and lesbian elder-planning attorneys
should carefully ensure that all technical testamentary formalities, such as
proper witnessing, are exactly complied with and should also include a "no
contest clause" (which conditions receipt of a devise in a will on not
making a claim against the decedent's estate).1 22  In addition, while a
testator should not include long explanations of why certain individuals
should receive specific assets under the will, the testator should state whom
they consider to be family and whom they consider to be devisees to create
a clear record of the testator's intent to benefit a nontraditional family.
123
By structuring property in joint ownership with right of survivorship,
property, such as a couple's home, will pass automatically to the surviving
partner upon the other partner's death, without facing challenges from
relatives in probate court. 124  However, transferring property into joint
ownership between unmarried same-sex partners may trigger income taxes
or gift taxes, the expense of which is avoided for heterosexual married
couples. 125 Other strategies that avoid probate include acquisition of life
insurance and payable-on-death accounts where the partner is the named
beneficiary.126 Moreover, trusts function outside of probate and serve as a
flexible estate-planning tool. Inter vivos trusts - the earlier established the
better - provide evidence of who the decedent intended to benefit during
life, which can buttress claims by these intended beneficiaries under a will
and decrease the likelihood of challenge by biological family.
27
Under-inclusive intestacy schemes exclude gay and lesbian
nontraditional families, making it imperative for elderly gays and lesbians
119. Jennifer Seidman, Functional Families and Dysfunctional Laws: Committed Part-
ners and Intestate Succession, 75 U. COLO. L. REv. 211, 247 (2004).
120. Chase, supra note 110, at 394-95.
121. Id. at 394.
122. Id. at 395.
123. See generally id. at 394-95.
124. Dubois, supra note 55, at 317-18.
125. Dubois, supra note 55, at 317-19.
126. Chase, supra note 110, at 399.
127. See Randazzo, supra note 51, at 32-33.
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to hire a specialized attorney to correctly utilize other legal devices to
prepare for the possibility of a senior gay or lesbian client's incompetence
and develop an appropriate estate plan.
V. COMBINED EFFECTS OF POLICY AND SOCIAL FACTORS
The costs normally associated with the health effects of aging,
exclusion from federal benefits programs, and reliance on legal services
operate in tandem to create a special economic disability on elder lesbians
and gays. DOMA's limited definition of "spouse" throws obstacles in the
paths of same-sex couples attempting to retain what they earn as a
partnership and prepare for retirement. Same-sex couples pay into Social
Security but do not receive a payment of benefits based on a partner's
earnings or survivor benefits, while similarly situated married opposite-sex
couples do. Denying same-sex couples the monetary rewards of marriage
under the federal Social Security scheme disparately impacts aging gays
and lesbians, as most elderly Americans rely primarily on Social Security
for subsistence.1 28 Elderly Americans report poor health three times more
than other Americans, 129 and rely on federal health insurance programs like
Medicare to meet the increased costs of declining health. With less money
paid back from Social Security, thus with less substantial financial cushion,
gay and lesbian elders are again disadvantaged by non-recognition in
Medicare where they have to purchase supplemental insurance to level-up
to heterosexual elders.
With less money saved as a result of discriminatory federal programs,
gay and lesbian elders seek affordable and comfortable retirement
communities, but instead find a social climate saturated with homophobia.
Impacted by unfairly distributed benefits, many gay and lesbian elders are
affluent enough to afford retirement communities developed specifically
for homosexuals. Many gay and lesbian elders elect to forgo access to
needed health care or do not join an elderly living community because they
fear prejudicial treatment by elderly service providers as well as other
aging Americans. For aging gays and lesbians, the cost of same-sex couple
exclusion from federal programs could result in an impoverished
retirement, or an inability to access expensive gay and lesbian retirement
communities.
The gay and lesbian community's emphasis on youth and beauty
results in community-wide ageism which, in conjunction with heterosexist
institutions, leaves older gays and lesbians to fend for themselves in
isolation. This ageism has prevented community mobilization to ensure or
promote availability and access to gay and lesbian retirement communities
128. See Hu, supra note 9, at 4.
129. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 6.
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and estate planning attorneys capable of surmounting the unique challenges
to gay and lesbian clients.
While trying to retire on decreased funds and dealing with lack of
options for retirement homes, aging gays and lesbians must hire an attorney
to take special precautions to make sure their estates are distributed
properly to nontraditional families. If a gay or lesbian elder does not hire a
lawyer to draft a will or create a trust to prevent all or part of their estates
from being distributed through intestacy schemes that do not account for
same-sex couples, a surviving partner who is also navigating the expense of
aging could receive nothing. In brief, gay and lesbian elders receive fewer
benefits while paying more to mitigate discriminatory treatment in policies
and institutions designed for their heterosexual counterparts.
VI. CONCLUSION
Gay and lesbian elders and their nontraditional families exist in
increasaingly substantial numbers, thus making state and federal laws that
do not recognize these families increasingly disadvantageous. As
Dominick Vetri emphasizes, "[i]t is time for a broader, more inclusive view
of gay and lesbian people and their families in law." 130 In order to treat gay
and lesbian seniors fairly, DOMA and anti-same-sex marriage state laws
should be repealed. Further, state law should follow California's lead and
extend protections of inheritance to domestic partners. Amendments to
state inheritance laws to include domestic partners would actually serve the
purposes of these statutory schemes by effectuating decedent's presumed
intent and supporting a surviving partner and family.
131
To prevent neglect and mistreatment of gays and lesbians in retirement
communities, staff must be trained to understand the needs of gay and
lesbian clients. Diversity training should be provided to both staff and
residents of these facilities to familiarize them with the existence of
homosexuals and discourage bias and prejudice against them. Moreover,
elder-planning attorneys should be trained to assist gays and lesbians and
their nontraditional families confront challenges in estate planning, so gay
and lesbian seniors can more readily access legal advice.
Only with advocacy from the gay and lesbian community will
heterosexual institutions bend to diversity training and acknowledge the
special needs of gays and lesbians. Several organizations, such as the
Senior Action in a Gay Environment ("SAGE"), Old Lesbians Organizing
for Change ("OLOC"), and Gay & Lesbian Outreach to Elders ("GLOE"),
provide advocacy and services for gays and lesbians, but only to a tiny part
of this growing population and only in a few major cities. 132 Thus, the gay
130. Vetri, supra note 1, at 91.
131. Gallanis, supra note 109, at 91.
132. Cahill, et. al., supra note 7, at 20.
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and lesbian community must realize its ageist tendencies and advocate for
legal and social change to remedy discrimination against elderly gays and
lesbians. For effective change, mainstream elderly organizations, the legal
community, and the gay and lesbian community must make a concerted
effort to eliminate the special barriers imposed on gay and lesbian elders to
promote the well being of these elders and their families. These elders
represent the first substantial group of aging gays and lesbians with
nontraditional families. Thus, much like in their youth, when they initiated
the gay and lesbian movement, these elders pioneer the final stages of life,
making changes in the process that mitigate discrimination to the benefit of
generations to follow.

